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Business Priorities

Enterprise Work Portfolio

Organizational Constraints
EPM Tools
Schedule/Cost Modeling Tools
Epistemological
Unconscious Competence
Conscious Competence
Conscious Incompetence
Unconscious Incompetence
Unconscious Competence
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Unconscious Competence
Conscious Competence
Conscious Incompetence
Unconscious Incompetence
Scope Management Plan

Define standard WBS structures.
Map WBS to reporting requirements.
Identify SDLC model selection approach.
Identify the CBS/WBS map.
Define internal resource costs.
Identify a cost estimating methodology.
Define cost tracking mechanism.

Cost Management Plan
Identify a duration estimating methodology.
Identify a project update methodology.
Identify a risk management methodology.
Scale process to project risk.
Avoid Bottlenecks

Scale process rigor to level of risk. Define multiple project types. Differentiate task/project tracking.
Estimate vs. Track

Decouple estimating and tracking. Map tracking requirements to the culture. Set realistic phased goals.
Set realistic improvement goals. Simply having a baseline may be good enough.
Match the pace to the culture.
Define realistic roadmaps: Inventory > Schedule > Cost.
Pull vs. Push

Vendors exist to help you sell the vision. There is no one best practice. Executive and user support is critical.
Plan Support

Clearly identify support roles.
Identify support process and structure.
Consider using support framework (ITIL/MOF).
Identify operational integration model.
Identify requirements.
PPM Tools

Constraint optimization requires constraint identification.
Define standard WBS structures.
Map WBS to reporting requirements.
Identify SDLC model selection approach.
Identify the CBS/WBS map.
Define internal resource costs.
Identify a cost estimating methodology.
Define cost tracking mechanism.
Identify a duration estimating methodology.
Identify a project update methodology.
Identify a risk management methodology.
Scale process to project risk.
Set realistic improvement goals.
Simply having a baseline may be good enough.
Decouple estimating and tracking.
Map tracking requirements to the culture.
Set realistic phased goals.
Scale process rigor to level of risk.
Define multiple project types.
Differentiate task/project tracking.
Match the pace to the culture.
Define realistic roadmaps: Inventory > Schedule > Cost.
Clearly identify support roles.
Identify support process and structure.
Consider using support framework (ITIL/MOF).
Vendors exist to help you sell the vision.
There is no one best practice.
Executive and user support is critical.
Identify operational integration model.
Identify operational reporting requirements.
Constraint optimization requires constraint identification.
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